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Greaves [1] proposed that skin cancer was a potent selective force for the evolution of dark pigmentation in early hominins. Blum [2,3] questioned the role of
skin cancer in the evolution of skin pigmentation because it only rarely causes
death to individuals of reproductive age. Since Blum’s studies, much more data
on skin cancer rates has been amassed, and a clearer picture of skin cancer aetiology has emerged. Individuals with lightly pigmented skin, especially those with a
tendency to freckle who carry specific polymorphisms of the melanocortin 1
receptor gene (MC1R), are most susceptible to skin cancers of all types [4,5].
Other polymorphisms of pigmentation genes also have been associated with elevated risk of skin cancer in people of European descent [6]. Development of the
most common skin cancers, namely, squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) and basal
cell carcinoma (BCC), is associated with chronic sun peak exposure and generally
develops in the seventh decade of life. Cutaneous malignant melanoma (CMM) is
much rarer, is associated with sunburns, particularly in childhood, and can
appear as early as the third or fourth decades of life because of the roughly
20 year lag between damaging exposures and the appearance of disease [4].
This still allows for reproduction and the persistence of familial predisposition
to CMM [7].
Greaves’ case for skin cancer as a potent agent for natural selection of dark
skin pigmentation presupposes that ancestral hominins had skin that was pale
or light, and that people in Africa who are entirely lacking eumelanin in their
integument owing to OCA2 albinism are a suitable model for the ancestral
state. OCA2 albinism predisposes individuals to extreme ultraviolet ratiation
(UVR)-induced damage to DNA and is associated with severe and often fatal
skin cancers (mostly SCC) in the middle of their potential reproductive careers
in the third and fourth decades of life [8,9]. Excessively high rates of skin
cancer develop in individuals with OCA2 albinism when compared with other
very light-skinned people with MC1R variants, probably because of the protective
non-pigmentary effects of MC1R, specifically the fewer number of p53 clones that
develop after UVR exposure [10].
Early hominins never had naked pale skin comparable in function to that of
individuals with OCA2 albinism. All living cattarhine primates have intact pigmentary systems and can develop facultative pigmentation through tanning or
have permanently melanized skin [11,12]. Humans evolved from African apes
which had the potential to develop protective eumelanin pigmentation through
tanning on exposed skin in response to UVR exposure. The skin (and not just
the hair follicles) of great apes bears active melanocytes which produce eumelanin upon exposure to strong sunlight [13]. Increased sun exposure on hairless
areas results in gradual darkening of the skin, as melanocytes gain competence
with increasing age. Based on comparative evolutionary physiology and the
principle of parsimony, this must have been the ancestral condition of the
last common ancestor of African apes and humans [11,14]. Skin cancers are
not among the skin conditions known to afflict living apes [15].
The evolution of functional hairlessness in early hominins was a gradual
process, not a sudden one, during which the MC1R locus was under increasing
selective constraint [16]. Once permanent dark constitutive pigmentation
evolved about 1.2 Ma [16], selection eliminated non-synonymous MC1R variation in order to maintain a high-eumelanin phenotype [17]. During this
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female hominins and their offspring experienced any less
UVR exposure than males. The evolution of hairlessness and
permanent dark pigmentation occurred in the early history of
the genus Homo, when hominins of both sexes were actively
engaged in foraging and hunting in mostly open, sunny
environments [23]. In our development of the folate hypothesis,
we have gone to lengths to discuss its strengths and evidentiary shortcomings [11,22], and to indicate that effects on
folate metabolism were not the only forces acting to promote
the evolution of permanent protective eumelanin pigmentation.
Evidence for the in vitro photolysis of folate and 5-methyltetrahydrofolate (5-MTHF) by UVR [24–26] that we cited in our
early studies has been supplemented recently by demonstration of in vivo photolysis by UVR in humans [27]. Reduction
in the bioavailability of folate and 5-MTHF by UVR would be
a significant selective force because it would have almost
immediate effects on folate-dependent processes of DNA synthesis and cell division (including early embryogenesis and
spermatogenesis) as well as on DNA repair.
Skin cancer is a serious health problem for mobile and longlived modern humans, and is especially so for individuals suffering from OCA2 albinism in Africa. What we question here is
the validity of applying the model of OCA2 albinism to human
evolution. Loss of skin pigmentation can occur via many genetic pathways, and has evolved many times [28,29]. The
deletion mutation at the P locus in individuals with OCA2
albinism arose in sub-Saharan Africa 2000–3000 years ago,
and represents one of the most dramatic examples of loss of
pigmentation in the human lineage. Our point is that the
absence of pigmentation seen in individuals suffering from
OCA2 albinism is not comparable to the ancestral state seen in
early hominins. The transition from an ‘ape-like’ polymorphic
MC1R condition—in which individuals were capable of
heavy tanning on exposed skin but were not permanently pigmented—to a modern human monomorphic MC1R condition
with permanent dark pigmentation over a mostly hairless
body more than 1 Ma was the key innovation that occurred in
the evolution of human skin. Multiple selective pressures
were involved, but the most powerful forces were those that
affected reproductive success swiftly and with certainty.
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process, the skin of early hominins was never pale-skinned or
incapable of tanning, and was never functionally similar to the
condition seen in people with OCA2 albinism. The skin of individuals with albinism is an inappropriate model for the
ancestral hominin condition because its pallor is the result of
complete and irreversible loss of pigmentary function. Even
if this condition were taken as the model for the skin of early
hominins, skin cancer still could have been only a weak selective force. Reproduction in ancestral hominins started earlier
in life than in modern humans [18], and most reproductive
effort would have been completed before skin cancer could
have affected reproductive success. It is thus unlikely that
skin cancer could have affected maternal fertility significantly.
Its effect on child mortality through a grandmaternal effect
would have been slighter, given that the effect of grandmaternal survival on child mortality is approximately five times less
than that of maternal survival [19].
Factors affecting individuals early in their reproductive
career would have had much greater effects on fertility than
skin cancer. Considering that skin pigmentation is most highly
correlated to autumnal, and not peak, UVR levels, BCC and
SCC were unlikely to have been significant selective forces.
The most serious skin cancer, CMM, most often is caused by
repeated sunburns, which are more common in regions with
highly seasonal solar regimes and large changes in the ratio of
UVA to UVB throughout the year. Such conditions prevail
today in the subtropical and Mediterranean belts, particularly
those of the Southern Hemisphere, which experience greater
differences between summer and winter UVR levels owing to
current orbital parameters [20,21]. CMM risk therefore may
have promoted the evolution of tanning ability [22]. Serious
sunburns would have been rare, however, before the era of
long-distance travel and recreational sun exposure.
In the electronic supplementary material accompanying his
article, Greaves criticizes other models for the evolution of dark
pigmentation for lack of explanatory power. He focuses special
attention on the deficiencies of the folate hypothesis, citing
presumed differences in sun exposure between male and
female hominins and a lack of experimental evidence for
folate sensitivity to UVR. There is no evidence to suggest that
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